Abstract-Although KML files can be used to describe journeys, there is not a standard way to represent them as moving object trajectories for further analysis. In the KML schema, there is not a predefined element to describe a moving object trajectory. Each software or mobile device that generates KML files with trajectories uses its own structure for representing them. Therefore, this work proposes an interoperable way to extract moving object trajectories from any KML file, based on the processing of an additional metadata file. This metadata file is an XML that must be compliant with an XML schema proposed in this paper. This proposal has been implemented in a geographical software library as a proof of concept.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent technological advances in geospatial data collection, such as Earth observation and GPS satellites, mobile computing, and sensor networks, have motivated new applications that deal with spatiotemporal information. Examples of these applications are animal tracking and environmental change monitoring based on satellite images. Therefore, there is a growing demand for geographical information systems (GIS) that can represent and analyse such information.
Moving objects is a well-known class of spatiotemporal data, which represents objects whose spatial positions or extents change continuously over time [1] . Examples of moving objects are cars, aircraft, ships, mobile phone users, polar bears, hurricanes, forest fires, and oil spills on the sea. This work focuses on this class of spatiotemporal data.
Regarding moving object treatment in database management systems (DBMS), there are two main initiatives of moving object database systems: SECONDO [2] and Hermes [3] . Both extend a DBMS SQL type system with new data types and functions to represent and handle moving objects, based on the algebra proposed by Erwig et al. [1] .
Moving objects can also be represented in flat data files, such as KML files. KML is an Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standard for encoding representations of geographic data, mainly for display in an Earth browser [4] . It can be used to different purposes, such as: (1) to specify icons and labels to identify locations on the Earth surface, (2) to define image overlays, (3) to define styles of appearance, and (4) to describe journeys or trajectories of moving objects.
KML uses a tag-based structure with nested elements and attributes and is based on the XML standard. An XML Schema describes the structure of an XML document. The XML schema for KML files, called KML Schema, defines elements to describe geometry objects and time stamps. It does not define a particular element to describe trajectories. Thus, a trajectory is often described by a set of geometry objects associated to time stamps, without using a predefined element for it. Each software or mobile device that generates KML files uses its own way to organize geometry objects associated to time stamps as trajectories.
Virtual Globes, such as Google Earth, can display geometry objects associated to time stamps in KML files, automatically configuring timelines and generating animations over time. However, most of these software tools are not able to process or analyze them as moving object trajectories. For example, they cannot answer questions like "When did object o 1 enter a specific region r 10 and how long did it stay in this region?" or "Where and when was there a spatiotemporal cluster of objects?". This requires a more specialized tool that is able to: (1) translate geometry objects associated to time stamps in KML files into data structures that represent moving object trajectories, and (2) analyze trajectories, by providing functions over its data structures that can answer questions like the ones presented above. The authors are developing a software module in a geographical library called TerraLib [5] to meet these two requirements, as described in Section V.
Since there is not a standard way to represent trajectories in KML files, this work proposes the use of an additional metadata file to describe how to translate geometry objects associated to time stamps in KML files into moving object trajectories. This metadata file is an XML that must be compliant with the XML schema proposed in Section IV.
This proposal has been implemented in the TerraLib library as an interoperable strategy to extract moving object trajectories from any KML file.
II. BACKGROUND
This section provides a brief overview of some subjects that are essential for our proposal understanding.
A. XML and XSD
XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language and is a markup language designed to transport and store structured data. It is a W3C recommendation and has been widely used to carry and share data mainly in the Web environment [6] .
An XML file is structured through user-defined tags, that is, its tags are not predefined. An XML document can be described by a XML Schema. The purpose of an XML Schema is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document in terms of elements and attributes that can appear in an XML file. The XML Schema language is called XML Schema Definition (XSD) [7] .
B. KML
KML stands for Keyhole Markup Language and is an OGC standard for encoding and transporting representations of geographic data, mainly for data display in an Earth browser [4] . It is an XML file that follows a predefined XML schema. Such schema describes the grammar which KML file instances must be compliant with. All components of the KML schema are defined in the namespace with the identifier "http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2".
A KML file can be used to different purposes, such as: (1) to specify icons and labels to identify locations on the Earth surface, (2) to define image overlays, (3) to define styles of appearance, and (4) to describe journeys. This work focuses on the fourth purpose.
C. Moving Objects and Trajectory
Erwig et al. defines moving objects as entities whose spatial positions or extents change continuously over time [1] . They propose an algebra to deal with moving objects which defines three main data types, moving points, moving lines and moving regions, and a set of operations over them, such as trajectory and distance [2] .
Two examples of moving objects are animals and deforested regions, illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) . The former is an example of a moving point because the object position is changing over time, not its extent. The latter is an example of a moving region, since the object extent is changing over time.
Although the moving object spatial positions or extents change continuously over time, they are often represented by discrete observations. For instance, Fig. 1 (a) shows an animal tracking composed of a set of observations where each one contains a spatial position, represented by a point, and a time instant when the animal was in this position. Fig. 1 (b) presents the evolution of a deforested region in three observations. Each observation contains the spatial extent of the deforested region, represented by a polygon, and the year when it was detected. According to Spaccapietra et. al [8] , trajectories are countable journeys associated to objects which are moving in space over time. Different kinds of trajectories can be extracted from a moving object. For example, if an application is interested in studying the daily behaviour of an animal, it can extract its trajectories by grouping its daily observations. III. THE PROBLEM A journey is often represented in KML files by a set of observations, where each one describes the spatial location of a moving object in a specific time. Each observation is represented by a kml::PlacemarkType data type.
Nevertheless, there is not a standard way to organize these observations as a moving object trajectory. In the KML schema, there is not a predefined element to represent trajectories. So, each software or mobile device that generates KML files uses its own structure to group these observations as trajectories. For example, all observations of the same trajectory can be grouped together either in a kml::FolderType component or in a kml::DocumentType type. Besides that, a common problem arises when a KML file stores trajectories of more than one moving object. In this case, there is not an ordinary way to separate the observations of each object.
We illustrate the problems described above with two real KML files, generated by distinct devices and for different motivations. Both are valid KML files that contain trajectories of moving objects:
1) The former was generated by a project that monitors sea elephants in the Antarctica. This KML file contains trajectories of eight monitored animals and groups the observations of each one in a distinct kml::FolderType element. Each animal observation is represented by a kml::PlacemarkType element that is composed by its spatial location, represented by a kml::PointType element, and the time instant when it was at this location, represented by a kml::TimeStampType element. This file also contains visual style elements to describe how the data should be visualized. Fig. 2 shows the display of this KML file in the Google Earth, where the red lines represent the sea elephant trajectories. 2) The latter was generated by a mobile device collecting the positions of a runner during a training section. This KML file contains the trajectory of a single object whose Since there is not a predefined element to describe trajectories in KML files, we propose a strategy that allows different software packages to interpret and extract moving object trajectories from any KML file. Considering the first example, this strategy is able to distinguish the trajectories of each animal, during different periods of time, from the collection of observations in the file. In the second example, it is able to group all observations in the file into one single trajectory. In both cases, our goal is to analyse the moving object trajectories by using the TerraLib library, in a similar way.
IV. METADATA ABOUT KML MOVING OBJECTS Our approach consists in using an additional XML metadata file. We propose an XML schema to describe how to interpret data stored in KML files as moving objects. The original KML data file is than annotated with a XML metadata file that follows the proposed schema.
The proposed schema defines three complex elements:
MovingObjectMetadata, MovingObjectType and ObservationContainerType, as can be seen in Fig. 3 .
The MovingObjectMetadata element contains the name of the KML file that stores moving objects (element name: kmlFileName) and one or more moving object description (element name: MovingObject) which is of the MovingObjectType type. Each moving object is described by the MovingObjectType type that contains the object name or identity (element name: name), its type (element name: type ) and information about the container that carries its observations (element name: ObservationContainer). The possible types of a moving object are MovingPoint , MovingLine and MovingRegion, as explained in Section II.
The container that carries the moving object observations is described through the ObservationContainerType type. Such type is composed of two elements, the container type (element name: type) and its name (element name: name).
In our proposal, we assume that each moving object observation is represented in a KML file by the kml::PlacemarkType type. This assumption is based on the fact that kml::PlacemarkType is the only KML schema type that is associated to a geometry type. The geometry types defined in the KML schema are:
kml:PointType , kml:LineStringType, kml:LinearRingType , kml:PolygonType, and kml:MultiGeometryType. Each moving object observation is represented by a kml::PlacemarkType type that has, at least, two elements, one to represent the geometry of the object and the other to represent the time instant associated to this geometry. The geometry of a moving point observation is represented by the kml::PointType type, of a moving line observation by the kml:LineStringType type and of a moving region by the kml:PolygonType type. Finally, the time instant of all observations is represented by the kml::TimeStampType type.
The proposed XML schema defines the structure of an XML document that describes how to interpret data stored in KML files as moving objects. Fig. 4 shows an example of an XML document that contains the metadata about the sea elephant trajectories stored in the KML described in Section III. The XML document presented in Fig. 4 contains the metadata about a KML file named "sea_elephants", as described in the tag <kmlFileName>. This document contains the metadata about two moving objects and each one is described by the tag <MovingObject>.
The first moving object is a moving point, as described in the tag <type>, and its name or identity is "2340", as described in the tag <name>. Its observations are grouped together in a folder (kml::FolderType) named "40: locations", as described in the tag <ObservationContainer>.
The second moving object is also a moving point, as described in the tag <type>, and its name or identity is "2341", as described in the tag <name>. Its observations are grouped together in a folder (kml::FolderType) named "41: locations", as described in the tag
<ObservationContainer>.
An advantage of using a metadata file, as proposed in this paper, is that a user can extract a subset of moving objects from a KML file. For example, the "sea_elephants" file contains trajectories of more than two animals, but its metadata file, presented in Fig. 4 , describes only two of them. So, by using this metadata file, only these two animals will be extracted from the "sea_elephants" KML file.
V. SOFTWARE MODULE This section describes a software module that is being developed in an open source geographical library called TerraLib [5] to provide functionalities for moving object analysis. This module has two components,
MovingObjectLoader and MovingObjectAnalyser, as presented in Fig. 5 . The MovingObjectLoader component is responsible for extracting moving object trajectories from KML files, following the proposed strategy. It receives two files: (1) a KML file that contains observations of trajectories, and (2) an XML file that contains the metadata about how to interpret the data stored in the KML file as moving objects. The second file must be compliant with the XML schema proposed in the previous section. Based on these two files, this component can extract the moving object trajectories from any KML file and complete the data structures and types needed by the analyser module.
The VI. CONCLUSION This paper proposes an interoperable way to extract moving object trajectories from KML files, based on the processing of an additional metadata file. This metadata file describes how the moving object trajectories are represented in a KML file and must be compliant with an XML schema proposed in this work. This proposal has been implemented in a geographical software library called TerraLib.
The main advantages of our proposal are: (1) the ability to extract moving object trajectories from any KML file that stores journeys; (2) the capacity of extracting a subset of trajectories from a KML; and (3) the ability to process and analyze the extracted moving object trajectories.
